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‘Everything in [museums] belongs
to you: every item, every jewel, 
every painting, every lamp’

(Lubaina Himid, The Guardian interview, 2017)
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Welcome…
…to the 2020 online Degree Show, featuring dissertation research by students 

in the History of Art and Design programme, University of Brighton. This showcase 
encompasses three undergraduate courses: BA (Hons) History of Art and Design,  
BA (Hons) Fashion and Dress History and BA (Hons) Visual Culture. For these 
students, the dissertation is the fulfilment of a year’s intensive research. Topics 
emerge from students’ own enthusiasms and specialist teaching. Their independent 
study develops through a range of supported milestones, culminating in this final 
public presentation. 

2020 has been marked by a series of major changes due to the Covid-19 
pandemic, resulting in disruptions to all aspects of daily life across the globe.  
The History of Art and Design programme has been no exception. Students have 
adjusted quickly to new ways of working and researching, to new forms of remote 
teaching and assessment, and to new forms of communication and display.  
The 2020 Degree Show takes place online rather than in person. While students 
gather virtually this year, their exhibition nonetheless represents a major   
achievement under extraordinary circumstances.

As you will see, students’ projects cut across time and place, from the  
eighteenth century to the present, and include local concerns as well as   
international case studies. The themes cover gender and sexuality, race and  
ethnicity, class and taste, politics and protest, consumption and collecting, craft 
and technology, horror and pleasure, structures and their subversion. The images, 
objects, media and sites include the sacred and the profane, the elite and the humble. 
Students engage with painting, photography and performance; film and digital media; 
advertising, periodicals and packaging; architecture, furniture and interiors; historic 
houses, galleries and exhibitions; fashion, dress and textiles. Students conduct 
research in libraries, archives and museums, and via interviews and fieldwork.  
Please take your time to enjoy the fruits of their labour; we are truly proud of them.

If this whets your appetite for pursuing similar studies, our contact details can  
be found at the back of the catalogue. As part of our wider provision, we offer  
BA (Hons) Philosophy, Politics, Art, a degree that straddles the History of Art  
and Design and Humanities programmes, and postgraduate degrees. MA Curating 
Collections and Heritage and MA History of Design and Material Culture enable 
further depth and specialism and we offer advanced level research to PhD.

Dr Annebella Pollen and Dr Yunah Lee 
(Academic Programme Leaders, History of Art and Design)
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Exploring Class and Masculinity 
through Photographic Portraiture: 
Harry F. Conway

Angel Beavington

The deconstruction of traditional identities 
is something that helps build a broader 
understanding of our society as a whole. 
Categories of race, gender, age and class are 
used to recognise others through differences - 
these categories overlap, resulting in specific 
experiences. My dissertation centres on 
the relationship between masculinity and class. 
    Harry F. Conway is a photographer working 

today, whose portraits reflect a specific class/
masculine relationship. Based in London, they reference 
a ‘lost’ masculinity, as it is known in the traditional sense. 
Links are seen with the class experience of Londoners who 
share feelings of loss, as caused by precarious lifestyles, 
gentrification and insecurity for the future.
    Conway’s photography portrays his reality of London 
and the characters Conway photographs are as integral to 
his experience of the city as its roads or buildings. His 
photography is therefore incredibly personal - it not only 
works as portraiture of others, but as a self-portrait of Conway. 
There is a sense of nostalgia and romanticisation throughout 
his work, which links to these ideas of ‘loss’ and adds to its 
personal nature.
    A mission of authenticity is seen within Conway’s work and 
broadly in the genre of documentary photography. ‘Realness’ 
relates to themes within class experiences. Lower classes are 
frequently considered more authentic and within masculinity 
this authenticity is aimed for, with the goal of being a ‘real man’ 
connecting to gendered pressures. 
    My dissertation explores these themes in detail, looking 
at signifiers of identity and the impact their representations 
have in a broader sense. Attention needs to be turned to 
masculinities and its pressures and its immediate links to 
class experience.

Harry F. Conway, 
Untitled, 2019. 
Scan from Everybody 
wants to go to Heaven, 
But Nobody Wants to 
Die (London: 
Self Published, 2019). 
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Cultural exchange: 
Takashi Murakami - 
an Epitome of Cultural 
Exchange between France 
and Japan

Anna Cherepanova

Takashi Murakami is a trending Japanese 
contemporary artist whose art is the epitome 
of the cultural and artistic exchanges between 
France and Japan. The continuous and rich 
history of cultural exchanges between these 
two countries had its peak in the 19th century, 
an example of which would be ‘Japonisme’, a 

term that originated in 1854 to describe the art trend for 
Japanese style. The 2010 exhibition ‘Murakami @Versailles’, 
held at the Palace de Versailles, can be seen as the modern 
quintessence of this culture blend between France and Japan. 
It combined French baroque architecture and interior decor 
of the palace, which is a manifestation of French rich royal 
history, and Murakami’s contemporary art, full of traditional 
Japanese images from anime and two-dimensionality. 
Interviewing the curator of the exhibition, Laurent le Bon, 
allowed for a unique insight into the process behind the 
event. He explained the complications caused by the exhibition 
within French society, but also the benefits it had on the art 
industry. Through the analysis of such a blend of cultures in 
the exhibition, it becomes clear that Murakami demonstrates 
the interconnected nature of national identity and globalisation, 
which plays a vital role in the comprehension of his art. 
Additionally, Murakami’s identity cannot be defined without 
considering the influence of American pop art on the artist. 
Therefore, this dissertation also analyses the influence the 
king of Pop Art, Andy Warhol, had on the artist, to which 
Murakami openly admits in many of his interviews.

Flower Matango (d). 
Takashi Murakami, 
2001-2006. Fibreglass, 
iron, oil paint and acrylic. 
Collection of the artist. 
Photo by Annie Dalbéra.
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Modern Architecture in Algiers: 
Fernand Pouillon, dialogue 
between Modernism 
and the Empire
Maya Desbordes 

My dissertation revolves around two 
distinct yet deeply connected areas of study: 
colonial eras and Modernism. On the many 
occasions when, in the study of History of 
Art and Design, we find ourselves engaged 
with Modernist council estates, the visual 
is central to the discussions. They revolve 
around the innovations and the philosophies 
behind the designs. When put in a specific 
location and political context, however, the 

nature of these estates and the conversations that go along 
with them change. When the makers are not only architectural 
figures, but also participate in colonial power struggles, these 
buildings become colonial symbols. In this dissertation, I go 
deeper by questioning the real motivations behind council 
estates built during a colonial war and how Modernism
participated in the affirmation of the colonial power structure. 
    To illustrate my argument, I chose the Grand Ensemble 
(meaning ‘Great Ensemble’, a large-scale housing complex) 
of Climat de France inaugurated in 1957 in Algiers, Algeria. 
This complex was built by French architect Fernand Pouillon 
(1912-1986) and commissioned by Algiers’s mayor in order 
to fulfil his electoral slogan. He promised his constituency to 
solve the urban crisis the capital was facing in the heat of the 
Algerian War of Independence (1954-1962), opposing France 
to Algerian anti-colonial resistance. My research is led by a 
Foucauldian approach to architecture, relating buildings to 
the power struggle they embody and their effect on the bodies 
and the minds of those who inhabit them. I will also support 
my arguments with first-hand accounts and memoirs in 
accordance with the lived experience of history and 
architecture, such as Pouillon’s memoir and anti-colonial
intellectual Frantz Fanon’s (1925-1961) A Dying 
Colonialism (1959).

Leo Fabrizio. Place des 
deux cents colonnes 
(Square of the two 
hundred columns). 
Climat de France, Algiers. 
2018. From Bengoa, 
Daphné, Leo Fabrizio 
and Kaouther Adimi. 
Fernand Pouillon, 
bâtir à hauteur d’homme. 
(Fernand Pouillon 
Building at men’s height). 
Edition Macula, 
2019. Print.
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History, Heritage and Branding: 
How the Louis Vuitton 
Monogram Influences 
Production and Consumption
Ruth Dunbabin

In the highly-saturated field of fashion, 
Louis Vuitton has created an internationally-
recognized symbol of luxury. Founded in 
1854, the brand has been able to transform 
from its roots in travel to a contemporary 
luxury fashion house. A key component to 
this success has been through the creation 
of the monogram in 1896 and the methods 
in which the figure has been marketed. This 
dissertation aims to display how Louis Vuitton 

is a pioneer for luxury fashion, effortlessly displaying how 
heritage branding can be transformed to modern day society, 
increasing consumption and popularity. The monogram is an 
essential part of the blueprint of the brand. To allow insight 
into the heritage workings of the brand, there is an exploration 
into primary sources directly from Louis Vuitton contrasted 
against cultural and fashion theorists. By focusing upon this 
material, there is an authentic understanding of production 
and design as well as the theoretical understanding of its 
global significance.  Heritage creates the foundation of both 
Louis Vuitton and this project. This historical consideration 
is essential to the later discussion of how the monogram can 
be transformed through both artistic collaboration and its 
adaptation to modern society. Through visual examples of 
these adapted forms in history, the relationship between 
consumption and the contemporary monogram is examined. 
This study demonstrates these changes through ideas of 
social media and how the online presence of the monogram 
alters the way we purchase luxury goods. 

Mark Power. 
Monogrammed Cloth. 
2005. Louis Vuitton 
headquarters and 
factory. Artstor.
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Analogue Nostalgias: 
Why Residual Media is Still 
Relevant in a Digital World
Olivia Gaselee

My dissertation explores the connection 
between the theory of nostalgia and 
the revival of analogue photography 
in the present day. I have focused on 
researching the meaning of the term 
‘nostalgia’, especially when used in the 
modern day. Scholars such as Janelle 
L. Wilson and Katharina Niemeyer have 
aided me in both seeking the evolving 

definition of nostalgia and connecting nostalgia with analogue 
photograpy. I have particularly looked at film photography 
when researching the resurgence of analogue photography 
as a practice.
    Furthermore, I have looked at Lomography, an online 
community that enables avid film photographers to have a 
space in which they can upload their experimentations that 
have been shot on film. Through Lomography I am able to 
extract statements from interviews with photographers who 
opt to shoot on film, as well as being able to analyse and 
compare photographs from both the mid-20th and the 
21st centuries. 
    A prominent theme in my research is the comparison 
between analogue photography and its digital counterparts, 
how images captured on film evoke a different reaction to 
those shot digitally. Moreover, with smartphones, photo 
filter apps such as Huji are able to replicate the aesthetics 
of a film-processed image digitally and so there becomes 
a fusion between the analogue and the digital. I question 
whether, in this idea of digital replicating the analogue, they 
are not completely opposite forms of photography, as digital 
seeks to produce what its predecessor was designed to do. 
My dissertation seeks to analyse nostalgia within analogue 
photography and compare it with the outcome of digitally 
aged images. 

Photograph of my 
Mother and Father. 
June 1996. Personal 
photograph by the 
author. 6 January 2018.
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This Is England: 
Representing 
Class through the 
Domestic Interior
Hannah Kempster

The domestic lives of the 
much-loved characters 
from This Is England are 

foregrounded in the three subsequent series ’86, ’88 and 
’90. Written by social realist director Shane Meadows, the 
series have been hailed for their affectionate insights into 
working-class life under the rule of Margaret Thatcher. In the 
transition of the narrative focus to the domestic, the audience 
is invited into the characters’ homes and here the connections 
between social class and taste are explored through the 
material culture of the domestic interior. In the series, contrast 
is created through the presentation of differing class identities 
and their corresponding homes. This is interwoven with a script 
that directly references the material culture of the home. The 
result is a production in which each character’s social class 
can be identified by their taste. This is placed in an historical 
context and, far from Thatcherite ideals of a socially mobile 
culture, society is presented as highly stratified.
    This dissertation explores three ways in which the 
connections between class and material culture are 
conceptualised in the This Is England series. In the first 
chapter, I suggest that the domestic interior is used to 
represent two effects of Thatcherism on working-class life – 
namely a rise in poverty and an increase in home-based 
consumption. The second chapter argues that class 
aspirations and ideas of social mobility are represented 
through working-class characters’ interactions with 
middle-class homes. Finally, the research ends with a 
discussion of the use of kitsch and how it is conceptualised 
by the production designers as bad taste in order to produce 
a class-based narrative.

Still from This Is England 
‘88. Shane Meadows. 
2011. Channel 4. London.
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The Role and Depiction of a Bear 
Leader on an Eighteenth-century 
Grand Tour
Amelia Livingstone

My dissertation explores the relevancy of a 
tutor or governor, nicknamed as a ‘bear leader,’ 
on an eighteenth-century Grand Tour of Europe. 
The Grand Tour was the ultimate educational 
trip for members of the aristocracy in the 
eighteenth century. It would consist of visiting 
various countries in Europe with Rome, Italy being 
the ultimate destination and could take anywhere 
from six months to six years. It included visiting 
sites of historical notoriety, observing multiple 
works of art, and networking within the various 

European courts along the way, all whilst learning each 
country’s customs and etiquettes. This was where a tourist 
accumulated their taste and cultural currency.  
    This dissertation investigates the individuals who 
accompanied and guided those grand tourists on their 
journey: bear leaders. We first look at the perception of a 
bear leader, their experience and academic notoriety before 
investigating multiple roles a bear leader would perform during 
a tour: from guide to educator, socialiser to temporary parent, 
accountant to antiquarian, influencer of taste to definer of their 
charge’s character. We then explore key examples of how a 
bear leader influenced tourists and artists alike before finally 
concluding on their relevancy on the Grand Tour and a 
tourist’s character and taste as well as their influence on 
British society to date. 

Pier Leone Ghezzi. 
Dr. James Hay as a 
Bear Leader. c.1704-29. 
Pen and ink on paper. 
Private Collection. 
Bridgeman Images.
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How Does the 
Conservation of the 
Mortlake Tapestries 
Respond to the Recent 
Debates in 
Conservation Studies?
Bride McKenna

In 1619, under the patronage of King 
James I and his son Charles, the 
Prince of Wales, a tapestry workshop 
was established in Mortlake, London. 
Unfortunately, it was short-lived, closing 
in 1703, but many of the tapestries made 

in Mortlake still adorn the walls of palaces and country houses 
across Britain.  Large pictorial tapestries proved popular 
among the rich and royal, particularly from the 14th century 
onward. When the Mortlake tapestry workshop flourished, it 
created renowned series including The Story of Abraham and 
the Story of Hero and Leander. After years of pollution, light 
exposure, and prolonged periods of hanging on walls, varying 
levels of deterioration occurred. Focusing primarily on the 
conservation of tapestries, I discuss the debates surrounding 
the restoration of historic buildings, re-lining of paintings, and 
light pollution, to provide a broader understanding of 
conservation. I also note the advances made in conservation 
since the 1960s, whilst touching on art historian Cesare 
Brandi’s Theory of Restoration, as it provides advisory 
guidelines for conserving art. The late 20th century saw the 
emergence of conservation turn into a professional discipline, 
with clearer distinctions being made within this line of work. 
Furthermore, I will explore acts of conservation that have been 
carried out on tapestries in a wider field, before specifically 
focusing the ones manufactured at Mortlake. The Mortlake 
tapestries discussed are part of the National Trust and Historic 
Royal Palaces collections. A portion of this dissertation 
will investigate the techniques practiced by these institutions
in their conservation studios, and their advances in this field. 

Mortlake Tapestry 
Workshop. February. 
1623. Woven silk, wool, 
gilt metal, and silver 
wrapped thread. 3.98 
x 3.47 m. Kensington 
Palace. Royal Collection 
Trust. JPEG
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In What Ways Did the Curatorship of Otto 
Samson at the Horniman Museum Bridge 
the Gap between the Evolutionary 
Anthropology Display of Alfred Cort 
Haddon to a Present Collaborative 
Community Museum?

Ruby Miller

My dissertation explores the journey 
of the ethnographic collections of 
tea-merchant Frederick John 
Horniman, which established the 
Horniman Museum. It makes 
enquiries into how the unique 
curatorship of Otto Samson 
(1946-1965) influenced the 
museum’s display and collecting 
policies and directed a more 
reflective and holistic approach 

to ethnographic material culture and heritage. It compares 
Samson’s eighteen-year career at the Horniman Museum to 
that of Alfred Cort Haddon’s career (1902-1915). The early 
phase of display in the museum aligned with evolutionary 
anthropology. The time of Haddon’s career reflected a time of 
British imperial pursuit and my dissertation focusses on ways 
other cultures were represented and understood, using 
examples of world fairs and the Horniman Museum’s early 
display. The period of Otto Samson’s directorship of the 
museum was post-Second World War and his efforts to 
consolidate the ethnographic collection and create agreeable 
global networking around shared material culture was unique 
for his time. By comparing both Alfred Cort Haddon and Otto 
Samson’s careers, we can see how Samson took the role of 
curator as a director communicating power hierarchies 
(Haddon) to a role as a facilitator in collaborative and share 
agency of material culture and heritage. This initiated the 
repositioning of power in the museum to the present-day 
Horniman Museum, which values both its collection’s 
source communities and its public as stakeholders.

Top: Opening of the 
Rumanian Folk Art 
Exhibition, sitting 
from left to right: 
The Rumanian Minister, 
Nicholae Corcinschi; 
the LCC chairman Mr 
Mckinnon Wood and 
Dr Otto Samson, 
Photograph: Horniman 
Museum and Gardens.
Middle: Dr Alfred Cort 
Haddon, Wikipedia. 
Bottom: Surrey House 
Museum, Cabinets of 
Curiosity, Horniman 
Museum and Gardens 
website, Our History.
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The Vampire as Fear: 
Victorian Anxieties’ 
Projection of Threat 

Isabella North

The vampire has been a character present in 
folklore for centuries. The Victorian upsurge of 
the vampire within art and literature, however, 
led to the characterisation taking on new 
particular traits based on nineteenth-
century fears. This dissertation focusses on 
exploring the anxieties within Victorian society 
through examining political and social debates, 
and the way in which they were reflected within 
the vampire to present a physical form of fear. 

    The analysis found within this topic looks at numerous 
Freudian concepts in addition to the theoretical understandings 
of Michel Foucault and H.P. Lovecraft in order to highlight the 
conception of the vampire being an embodiment of fear, 
particularly that of the sexual, xenophobic, and primal 
psychological fears presented within Victorian civilisation.
   Using a variety of visual and literary examples from the 
period between the late eighteenth to late nineteenth 
centuries, the chapters of this dissertation highlight threats 
such as a fear of vulnerability through personifying aspects 
of darkness and nocturnal instincts, in addition to the relation 
between the dominant male and the female victim dynamic. 
This leads to exemplify an understanding of fears of the 
unknown, deliberating the fears of degenerative supernatural 
entities in comparison to modern science, as well as indulging 
in the representation of gender politics through fears found 
within the ‘New Woman’. Lastly, the dissertation illustrates 
fears of foreign threats through analysing xenophobic 
portrayals of the vampire associated with immigration and 
disease. Each topic of discussion contributes to an overall 
perception of the vampire as the epitome of Victorian 
anxieties therefore elucidating the impression that the
 vampire is the manifestation of fear in a physical form.

Philip Burne-Jones. 
The Vampire. 1897. 
Illustration. Bridgeman 
Images. JPEG File.
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Punk Badges: 
Youth Reaction to Life 
in Britain in the 1970s
Izzy Robinson

The 1970s were politically, 
societally, and economically dire 
times for the population of Great 
Britain. Austerity, globalization, 
violence, and fascism – 

underpinned by a sense of ungovernability – created a 
nationwide anxiety of an apocalyptic future. The prevailing 
mindset amongst the population of ‘No Future’ led British 
youth to band together, with the shared desire to wipe the 
slate clean and fight for a future. One of the most prominent 
of these movements in the 70s was punk. 
    Punk’s anarchical and nihilistic agendas – mixed with 
its bold DIY uniform and torn aesthetic, backed by its loud, 
fast-paced music scene – enabled the movement to shock 
the egocentric society of the mid-70s and ignite debate 
across all factions of the public. The do-it-yourself-with-what-
ever-you-can-scavenge-from-the-ruins ethos enabled 
neglected youth to voice their reactions to life in Britain 
and to liberate their generation from the established order, 
authority, and hierarchy and, in doing so, create a space 
for change and progression.
    This dissertation discusses the cultural, societal, political, 
and economic environment – seen in the 1970s – necessary 
for the creation of counterculture movements such as punk. 
I will discuss, in detail, the origins and ideologies of punk, 
as well as how the Do It Yourself aesthetic and ethos was a 
crucial enabler for the youth of Britain. All the research and 
discussion throughout the essay will be in relation to the use 
of punk badges and how they were integral to this movement’s 
popularity and creation of moral panics. 

Punk rockers march 
in London. 1980. 
Bridgman Images, 
Bridgeman Education. 
London, England.
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Ansel Adams: 
A True Romantic?
Alex Smith

Ansel Easton Adams (1902-1984) was 
a landscape photographer famed for his 
black-and-white images of the American 
West. Adams’s career spanned seven 
decades and in this time he became 
the most famous photographer of his 
generation. He helped establish the 
group f/64, an association of like-minded 
photographers whose intention was to 
advocate and inspire a move towards their 
favoured style of pure photography. This 
style of photography favoured a sharp focus 
and a full tonal range, exposing the finite 

details embedded within commonplace objects. This formation 
of group f/64 allowed Adams to establish his own exacting 
system of image making. The zone system became a way 
of achieving the perfected final print through a way of deep 
technical understanding, involving the knowledge of how tonal 
range is recorded and then subsequently developed. This 
resulted in a clarity and depth for which Adams has become 
so recognised. His work makes the complex dimensionality of 
the natural scene appear readable and understandable, giving 
infinite skies and borderless mountains a scale. This scaling of 
imagery made a comparison between his work and the work 
of the 18th-century Romantics inviting. Adams rejected the 
Romantic tradition in his early career as it appeared to hamper 
the progress of photography, but Adams shows through his 
philosophy and his work that he is as much of a Romantic 
as the 19th-century painters themselves.

J. Malcolm Greany. 
Ansel Adams, Yosemite 
National Park, United 
States, 1950. Michigan 
University Catalogue. 
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Illusion and Idealisation: 
The Commodification of the 
Yoshiwara Feminine in the 
Woodblock Prints of Kitagawa 
Utamaro (1753-1806)
Kitty Symington

Kitagawa Utamaro was one of the most famous 
woodblock print designers of his time in Edo 
(Tokyo), Japan, largely specialising in bijinga 
(pictures of beautiful women). The ukiyo lifestyle, 
or ‘floating world’, encapsulated a world of 
leisure, pleasure, art and sexual gratification in the 
urbanising culture of eighteenth-century Japan. 
Pleasure quarters, or, more crudely, sex districts, 

that epitomised this eccentric lifestyle began to emerge within 
cities across the country. This dissertation takes its main focus 
as the Yoshiwara quarter in Edo, to which over thirty percent of 
Utamaro’s subject matter is connected.
    Prints became a mass-produced medium of popular 
culture by the latter half of the eighteenth century and print 
designers and publishers gained fame within the urban 
landscape. Utamaro used illusionary techniques in his designs 
to idealise women and fantasise Yoshiwara for the promotion 
of the sex industry. When comparing such illusions of 
representation to the harsh realities of female life in Yoshiwara, 
it becomes clear that the commodification of these women 
not only existed within print, but in the wider Japanese culture.
    Conventionally, Japanese prints have been considered for 
their artistic and aesthetic value. However, by viewing these 
prints as part of a printing industry and medium of popular 
culture, this dissertation considers them as valuable pieces 
of cultural evidence. Encountering both feminist and cultural 
studies, the dissertation moves away from a traditional 
art-historical standpoint and instead aims to shed light on 
the impact of a printing industry, established for financial 
gain, on the commodification of women.

Kitagawa Utamaro, Hour 
of the Ox [2am] (Ushi no 
koku) from the series, 
The Twelve Hours of 
Yoshiwara (Seirō jūni 
toki tsuzuki). 1794. 
Published by Tsutaya 
Juzaburō. Ōban, colour 
woodblock print with 
metal filings, 36.8 x 24.1 
cm. Musées Royaux d’Art 
et d’Histoire. Timothy 
Clark and Shūgo Asano, 
The Passionate Art of 
Kitagawa Utamaro, (Brit-
ish Museum Press, 1995) 
137, cat. no. 152.
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From Screen to Catwalk: 
Alexander McQueen and 
the Spectacle of Horror
Atlanta Thomas

Alexander McQueen distinguished himself from 
other designers throughout his career by creating 
extraordinary garments and staging elaborate 
catwalk shows. Rather than merely showcasing 
his garments, McQueen approached the concept 
of the catwalk as an opportunity for performance 
that aimed to entertain as well as exhibit his 
collections. Many of McQueen’s catwalks featured 
references to film, seen either within the garments 
showcased or in the theatrical elements of the 
catwalk, including set, lighting design, and sound. 

Through analysing a selection of these performative catwalks 
alongside the films they reference, this dissertation explores 
McQueen’s translation of themes and imagery from the horror 
genre into his own catwalk shows. From cult classics such as 
Tony Scott’s The Hunger (1983) to Hollywood blockbusters 
like Stanley Kubrick’s The Shining (1980), McQueen 
dedicated entire shows to the cinematic worlds seen 
within these horror films. Horror film references can also 
be seen within McQueen’s catwalk shows in less overt ways, 
thematically, visually and with regards to use of setting. Films 
such as Dario Argento’s Suspiria (1977) and Brian De Palma’s 
Carrie (1976) are a testament to this. This dissertation 
navigates the ways in which McQueen used films of the 
horror genre as a catalyst for his catwalk shows, as well 
as making links between the iconography of the horror 
genre and images from McQueen’s catwalks.

Transparent Bodice 
encasing worms, 
Alexander McQueen, 
The Hunger, 1996. 
Vogue Online Archives.
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What is the Role of the 
Museum Shop in Framing 
Art in the Tate Modern?
Graham Walton

Many visitors to the Tate Modern 
consider a visit to the permanent 
shops as part of their experience of the 
museum. This dissertation considers the 
role and purpose of the Tate Museum 
shops and their relationship to the art 
in the Tate Modern galleries. It also 
discusses the history and role of 
museum shops and whether they 
have any other function or purpose 
than additional funding for the museum. 

The financial contribution all the Tate shops contribute is £1.34 
million compared to the overall Tate income of £114 million. 
The Tate Modern contributes proportionally about £800,000, 
but this is a small share of the overall Tate income.
    Art museums have changed considerably within the last 
four decades, driven by postmodern thinking and attitudes. 
This dissertation discusses how the Tate Modern shops reflect 
these new ideas. Many of the items offered in the Tate Modern 
shops could be labelled as kitsch, but kitsch falls neatly into 
postmodern thinking and the dissertation discusses these 
concepts. This dissertation looks more closely at the 
merchandise which uses artist Frida Kahlo’s imagery and 
it concludes that her beliefs and art are disrespected and 
trivialised and her image commodified. Art museums would 
like to offer a democratic and accessible space to all genders, 
classes, and ethnicities. The shops’ representation of gender 
and LGBTQ+ issues is good, but not so for BAME visitors. 
The main problem with accessibility is that the merchandise 
is expensive and therefore excludes visitors on low incomes. 
Overall, the merchandise in the shops does not frame the art 
in the Tate Modern galleries. There is a requirement that the 
Tate Modern shops make as much income as possible and 
therefore the merchandise might have little relationship to the 
permanent exhibits in the galleries.

Picture by the author 
November 2019.
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‘A total work of art’: Exploring the 
Wagnerian Theory of Gesamtkunstwerk 
in Relation to Theatre Design between 
1890 and 1914

Katherine Witchell

When faced with the ambition of 
creating a total work of art, initial 
perception might deem it to be 
impossible. How can one creation 
encapsulate the qualities of all art 
forms, each working in complete 
unison without hierarchy or status? 
This endeavour was first attempted 
by the German composer and 
theatre director Richard Wagner 
(1813-1883) in the mid-nineteenth 

century. Fuelled by the desire to create a Gesamtkunstwerk 
(commonly translated as total work of art), Wagner laid the 
foundations within his work for a dynamic approach to theatre 
design and production. A vision was formed of a performance 
that could bring together multiple creative artforms in one 
complete spectacle. Wagner’s concept was adopted and 
interpreted by a number of influential artists, designers and 
writers to help define a new aesthetic, centred around the 
theatre space. In this dissertation I aim to unravel the 
complexities and ambiguities of the concept of a 
Gesamtkunstwerk and discuss what made this ideology 
so significant within the realms of creativity during this period. 
I will explore the work of three different creative collaborations, 
each one a direct response to Wagner’s principles: Natalia 
Goncharova and her designs for the Ballet Russes’ production 
Le Coq d’or, Loie Fuller’s dramatic Fire Dance, and the work 
of the Nabis and their designs for the Symbolist Theatre. 
This concept required a community of creativity, united by 
a shared belief in the vision of one spectacle that could 
enhance the viewers’ understanding and perception of 
the relationship between art and life. 

Natalia Goncharova. 
Design for the 
back-cloth of Act I of 
the Opera-Ballet Le Coq 
d’or. 1914. Watercolour 
on card. 534mm x 736 
mm. V&A Collections. 
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Exploring the Significance of Working-class 
Subcultural Fashion in the United States 
of America during the 1990s
Josie Bedford

My dissertation set out with the intention of exploring the 
significance of working-class subcultural fashion in the 
United States of America during the 1990s. I was specifically 
interested in how subcultures form in working-class 
communities as a response, even rebellion, to oppression 

and exclusion from mainstream 
society. In order to illustrate the 
discussion of my dissertation I used 
two visual case studies. The first of 
these was the documentary 
photo-series titled RESPEKT (1992 
– 1996) by photographer Joseph 
Rodriguez. The series followed the 
lives of a Mexican-American 
community on the East side of Los 
Angeles, showing the unique and 
distinctive ‘chola’ style sported by 
the teenagers. The supporting 

photograph I have chosen is from the RESPEKT series. It 
aptly encapsulates the themes of my dissertation, showing the 
teenagers in their distinct subcultural style, united as part of a 
group by their shared background and dress. The second case 
study focused on Larry Clarke’s 1995 cult film Kids, which tells 
the story of a group of working-class teenagers in New York 
City who belong to a skating subculture. In order to visually 
analyse this film, I used behind-the-scenes Polaroid 
photographs taken by the film’s costume designer, Kim 
Druce-Sava. The dissertation’s analysis was conducted by 
considering the photographs of the youths of East LA and 
NYC alongside sociological critical theory from the likes of 
Thorstein Veblen and Pierre Bourdieu. These considerations 
combined to lead the investigation to a natural conclusion 
regarding the significance of working-class subcultural 
fashion, considering the importance it held for teenagers 
in the USA during the 1990s.

Joseph Rodriguez. 
12-year-old Jennifer 
(right) posed with guys 
from Varrio Dogtown 
who came to visit her in 
El Sereno. Los Angeles, 
CA. 1994. Photograph. 
Private Collection. 
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‘But, what are we to wear?’: 
The Fancy Dress Movement 
in Britain 1880-1910
Katy Crawford

Due to its playful nature, fancy dress is often 
viewed as a sartorial form devoid of serious 
meaning. Through investigating the movement 
in the late nineteenth century, however, one 
can begin to understand how fancy dress 
can inform historians about Victorian 
attitudes towards identity, cultures of 
history and appropriation.
    During the nineteenth century, rapid 
modernisation and technological 
advancements allowed better access 

to history, through increased print production and the 
democratisation of museums. Cultures of history were 
frequently referenced in fancy dress, with rural nostalgia 
painting the early eighteenth century as a pastoral haven. 
Costumes like ‘Watteau’ and ‘Shepherdess’ romanticised life 
working in the countryside, easing feelings of unease towards 
industrialisation and the fast pace of modern city life. 
    Despite gaining better access to the past, modernity 
prevailed, with historic styles in fancy dress often dominated 
by fashionable aspects of dress. Modern alterations to real 
historic garments were seen as improvements, and historic 
styles were updated and refashioned to include the most 
current bustle or gored skirt shape. Historic foreign dress was 
also altered and appropriated, with costumes like ‘Cleopatra’ 
westernised through fancy dress.
    These examples of fancy dress reveal how value was only 
placed on the past once it was altered through a powerful 
modern and imperialist lens. The eighteenth century and 
ancient cultures were used through fancy dress to recapture 
the period before industrialisation. This highlights how this fun 
pastime revealed the desires and fears of an era struggling to 
cope with a period of immense change and uncertainty.

Lafayette Company. 
Ladies Churchill as 
‘Watteau Shepherdesses’ 
at the Devonshire House 
Ball. c. 1897. Negative. 
The Devonshire House 
Fancy Dress Ball Album, 
National Library of 
Scotland. Print.
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Home Sewing in the 1950s: 
The Material Culture of 
Home Sewing, Domesticity, 
and the Case of the 
Mystery Dressmaker
Aimee Doyle

Home sewing is a fascinating yet often 
overlooked topic in history. Despite this, it 
is very important as it can tell us a lot about 
women’s lives and the issues they have 
faced. What would you think of if asked to 
picture a historical stereotype of femininity? 
Many would imagine the 1950s housewife 
in clothes that highlighted the ideal feminine 

figure, also wearing a smile on her face as she goes about the 
housework. This ideal image of woman was painted by 
advertisers and domestic advice writers who profited from 
women’s domestic focus. Women spent a lot of time in the 
home and any hobbies they had were expected to link to 
this directly. Home sewing was one of these, being amongst 
the most stereotypically feminine activities in history. This 
dissertation focuses on why women sewed in the 1950s. 
It begins by discussing the legacy of wartime sewing culture 
and then the return to domestic life after the war. This is then 
applied to the culture of sewing in the 1950s, looking at the 
many reasons women chose to sew. It considers the first 
stages in home sewing and dressmaking, rather than the 
making process or finished garments that are more commonly 
studied. Advice literature and the sewing aids one had to 
purchase before beginning a project, such as paper 
patterns, are the key sources discussed.

Cover of How to be 
Your Own Dressmaker 
from Housewife 
magazine. c.1950s. 
Private collection of t
he author. Personal 
photograph of the author.
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From Stewardess to Hostess: 
British and American Flight Attendants 
in the 1960s to 1970s

Martha Rose Hall

The early 20th century saw 
huge changes in the way the 
workplace was gendered. 
Events such as the Second 
World War opened up 
greater public roles and 
positions of authority for 
women who were outside 
of the traditional realms of 
female domesticity. In the 
case of the aviation industry, 
this surge in the employment 
of female flight attendants 

meant that women began to dominate the aisles in the sky.  
Whilst this role was initially for the purpose of catering to the 
needs of the passenger, by the 1960s different airlines 
manufactured and promoted representations of the female 
flight attendant as a way of forming brand identity. Through 
the uniforms worn and the advertisements produced, 
portrayals from passive domesticity to overtly sexualised 
femininity were conceived.
    These representations allow an exploration into the female 
flight attendants of British Airways, and their predecessors 
British Overseas Airways Corporation and British European 
Airways, and Texas-based Braniff International Airways. 
By studying the nature of gender stereotyping in the aviation 
industry, the uniforms and advertisements of these airlines 
reveal some of the deep-seated masculine anxieties about 
women’s advancement in the workplace that helped 
contribute to the patriarchal hegemony of the 20th century.  
Whilst this does suggest female subjugation, this dissertation 
will consider these representations to demonstrate how 
the 1960s and 1970s female flight attendant was able to 
capitalise on this newfound platform of visibility in order to 
seize a degree of control over their bodies and movements, 
and thus find empowerment as a 20th-century icon.

Braniff International 
Airways ‘Air Strip’ 
advertisement from 
1966. SFO Museum 
in San Francisco.
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Whatever Happened 
to Crimplene? The Rise and 
Fall of a Revolutionary Fabric
Amy Holton

In this study, I will explore the evolution of an 
early synthetic fabric Crimplene, from its original 
development in 1955 to its revolutionary status and 
use in fashion throughout the 1960s and its rapid 
demise and subsequent attempt at a revival in the 
1970s. I will look at the effect that Crimplene had 
on 1960s fashion as well as focus on the impact 
it made to women’s lives and wardrobes in 
particular. The marketing frenzy that so 
characterised the decade or so after World War 
II was centred on making the few new synthetic 

fibres familiar under the guise of branded textile products. 
I will explore how Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) fibre 
division marketed Crimplene in a way that sat alongside the 
decade’s new demand for affordable, easy care garments 
that were able to be fashion forward and desirable to different 
demographics, as well as making fashionable clothes more 
available to the mass market. The 1960s saw an explosion 
of new, fun and youth-focused fashions, with designers and 
boutique owners at the forefront of the revolution. Not only 
were the clothing styles and way of shopping new, but the 
fabrics were as well. The fashion potential of synthetics 
began to be unlocked and exploited, and this relationship 
between fashion and ever changing, fast-paced technology 
is the key to understanding how Crimplene was synonymous 
with the flower power fashion decade. 

Crimplene by 
ICI magazine 
advertisement, 
UK, 1960s. 
The Advertising Archives. 
Bridgeman Images. 
JPEG File.
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Rockabilly: Revival and 
Representation in a Subculture
Rebecca Lane

Rockabilly is a subculture with roots in the 
1950s, taking its name from a genre of 
music that predates rock ’n’ roll and 
combined rhythm and blues with country 
music, characterised by using a stand-up 
bass. While the music is the backbone of the 
subculture, a complementary fashion and 
lifestyle have developed and it is now referred 
to by those on the scene as a way of life. In 
the 1970s the ‘Rockabilly Revival’ brought 
mainstream attention to the subculture and 
created new material to add to the subcultural 
canon. This dissertation follows the history of 
the subculture, specifically in Britain, from its 
inception to its contemporary form, analysing 
the changes that have affected the scene and 

how it is viewed. I use my experience as a participant-
observer to add insight into British Rockabilly, viewing it as 
a continuous subculture that adjusts throughout time rather 
than a scene that happened quickly in the 1950s and revived 
then died in the 1970s. With multiple annual weekenders that 
cater specifically to this lifestyle, Rockabillies are still around 
and the scene is ever-growing with a new, young audience 
discovering it continually. Rockabilly is often represented as 
an overwhelmingly white male working-class group. This 
dissertation also discusses the political issues that arise from 
this representation, including performative gender roles for 
women, and the debate surrounding use of confederate flag 
iconography, which may be leading to outsiders viewing the 
subculture as white supremacist.

Andrew Shaylor. 
Rockabilly Rave, 
Camber Sands, East 
Sussex. Rockin’, The 
Rockabilly Scene, 2011.
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Paul Smith: 
A British Icon
Izzy McNabb

In my dissertation I analysed the 
work of an iconic British fashion 
designer: Paul Smith. I read into 
the history, life and works of this 
accomplished designer. Smith 
not only lends his artistic abilities 
to fashion, but he is well known 
for collaborating with other iconic 
British brands, such as Mini Cooper. 
The purpose of this dissertation 
is to investigate and research into 

Smith’s style of fashion and why he is a British icon and such 
a success. I also looked into national identity and why Smith 
has become associated with ‘Britishness’ and British style. 
Architectural design is another passion of Paul Smith’s. For 
example, all of his flagship stores have unique interiors and 
exteriors. A standout shop is his pink-hued Melrose Avenue 
Shop, which has become a popular landmark in California. 
Paul Smith’s influences as a designer are interesting as they 
show a clear interest in British style and his ‘look’. His love 
of pattern, with flowers and tailoring, all feature in most of his 
collections. Smith is also synonymous with his stripe design 
pattern. Paul Smith’s fashion aesthetic includes quirky 
details such as colourful buttons and he likes to incorporate 
classicism and tradition with a contemporary twist. 

A selection of Paul 
Smith buttons taken at 
‘Hello, my name is Paul 
Smith Exhibition’ at the 
Lighthouse Art Gallery 
in Glasgow. Personal 
photograph taken by the 
author: May 2016.
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The Lost Generation: 
Rave Culture and 
Clothing from 
1986-1998 
Molly Miller

“And, like you say, to make 
life easier it was much 
[simpler] to go to different 
clubs and nights and have 
a really good time and then 

your crappy life would be worth living again.” (Nicola Miller)
    The Lost Generation. Having nothing to do with the 
survivors of the First Word War, this was Generation X, or the 
rave generation. They did not fit in with their parents’ ideals 
and were forgotten about in the political theatre. Those people 
that were young in the eighties and nineties were looking 
for an escape from the drabness and mundanity of their 
everyday lives, which they most definitely found in the 
recreational activity of rave. 
    This dissertation explores rave through the discourse of 
subculture and by analysing an interview I have conducted 
with my mother about her adolescence and involvement in 
the rave scene. This body of work also utilises surviving items 
of clothing that have been photographed from my parents’ 
wardrobe as another means of exploring this postmodern 
scene. Using the garments to delve into the wider context of 
fashion in the 1980s-90s, designers such as Azzedine Alaïa 
and Jean-Paul Gautier have been compared to some of my 
mother’s pieces. Through this research I have been able to 
explore what those within the rave scene were wearing and 
why they were dressing in this way.

Simon Wood, Nicola 
Miller and Tony Miller. 
Hotel in Manchester 
to see a Supergrass 
concert, c.1996. Personal 
photograph by Nicola 
and Tony Miller.
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Beach Pyjamas, A Catalyst for Change: 
Female Modernity, Spectacle and Liberation 
at the Seaside in Interwar England 
Romy Morgan

In 1931, the Eastbourne Gazette featured an advertisement 
enthusiastically promoting a beach pyjama mannequin parade: 
‘Sensation will undoubtedly be caused by the display of 
PYJAMA FASHIONS - pyjamas for the beach, for the lounge 
and for dinner. In twelve months’ time we shall all be 

wearing pyjamas they say; so 
come and take a peep into the 
future.’ Towards the end of the 
1920s and the beginning of the 
1930s the controversial beach 
pyjamas were making an 
appearance across English 
shores. This dissertation 
investigates the circumstances 
of beach pyjamas in Britain: how 
they were worn for leisure, their 
aesthetic relationship with female 
modernity during the interwar 
years, and how they stood as a 

catalyst for change towards the physical freedom of women. 
This study utilises primary sources such as photographs, 
newspaper articles and magazines, along with Cheryl Buckley 
and Hilary Fawcett’s critical study, Fashioning the Feminine. 
The clothes that a woman wore were a constant reminder to 
her and to society of a woman’s social position, responsibilities 
and limitations. Women in trousers have long been a subject of 
contention, but during the interwar years it gradually became 
socially acceptable for women to wear trousers during certain 
activities such as sports or leisure. Beach pyjamas were a 
type of leisure wear garment strictly worn at the seaside or on 
holiday. However, my investigation uncovers young women 
breaking sartorial boundaries by wearing them, with daring, 
out in public. Thus this dissertation highlights the significance 
of beach pyjamas as a catalyst for change towards the wearing 
of trousers by women in everyday life.

‘Frinton Beach. Holiday 
makers on the front.’ 
The Sphere, August 
1939. Photo via the 
British Newspaper 
Archive. 
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Stitched in Place: 
The Origins and 
Development of Dorset 
Feather Stitch 1945-1970 
Anne Roberts 

This dissertation was inspired by 
my own curiosity. Having lived in 
Dorset for many years I became 
intrigued by references, within my local 
community, to something called ‘Dorset 
Feather Stitch’. My research led me to 
discover previously unseen examples 
of this beautiful embroidery and to
 examine many boxes of related 
leaflets, photographs and notebooks 

in Dorset County Museum. 
    Having studied this unique collection, I then consulted a 
wide range of primary source material and relevant academic 
theories to uncover the origins of Dorset Feather Stitchery. 
To explain how the craft was developed, I investigated the 
relevance of the Women’s Institute movement, embroidery 
as a gendered practice and the importance of ‘Dorset’ as an 
imagined reality.
    My thesis argues that Dorset Feather Stitch was not 
just an enjoyable pastime, but also an expression of subtle 
feminism. The women who stitched it were inspired by Olive 
Pass, its originator, to engage in a practice that was defined 
by social purpose and female values. The dissertation shows 
how Dorset Feather Stitch was influenced by both the Arts 
and Crafts movement and the Peasant Art movement. 
It illustrates how Pass combined her interest in Balkan 
craftsmanship with traditional English rural craft skills to create 
a new hybrid style of embroidery. In 1951 the movement was 
described as a ‘Revival’. This dissertation, however, argues 
that Dorset Feather Stitch was actually a re-imagined tradition: 
one which enabled social purpose, promoted craft and 
celebrated female endeavour.  

Mary Welshman. Apron 
detail. C. 1950s. KOP 
Collection, Dorset County 
Museum, Dorchester. 
Acc.no. 2007.228. Box D. 
Personal photograph by 
the author. 8 July 2019.
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The Commodification of 
Culture: The Appropriation 
of Native American Eagle 
Feather Fans (1850-1900)
Josie Stewart

Amongst the variety of historical dress 
artefacts within the University of Brighton’s 
Dress History Teaching Collection is an 
eagle feather fan c.1900. Once the 

accessory du jour in Europe, this fashionable relic of the 
Victorian era reveals the influence of Native American culture 
on Britain during the nineteenth century. Using the example 
of the eagle feather fan, this dissertation will chronicle how 
that influence came to be despite the two being an ocean 
apart and in turn its effect on identity on both cultures. It will 
begin by providing context as to the sacred significance of the 
eagle feather to Native American peoples and how this was 
appropriated by Euro-Americans to create their own national 
identity. As a result, the myth of the Native American captured 
the imagination of the British, leading to a craze for related 
artefacts. However, such objects became commodified 
under the colonial gaze and as a result the original cultural 
meanings were lost. Exploring themes of ‘othering’ and notions 
of power, the transformation of the fan as an actively worn item 
in Native American dress to a collected curiosity displays how 
a previously empowering object was subverted in a way that 
now disempowered indigenous peoples. Then the dissertation 
will examine these themes further in the fan’s use as 
a fashionable accessory for western women, analysing 
how fashion is used to differentiate between the ‘civilised’ 
and ‘uncivilised’. 

Feather fan with imitation 
amber guard and sticks, 
c.1900. University of 
Brighton Dress History 
Teaching Collection, 
Brighton. Personal 
image by the author. 
14 February 2019.
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Female Dress at Coachella 
Valley Music and Arts 
Festival: Influence and 
Commodification in the 
World of Festival Fashion
Sylvie Therezien

Since the seminal music festival 
Woodstock 1969, a set of beliefs have 
been incorporated into the DNA of 
American rock and pop festivals. 
These beliefs are largely based on the 

ideologies of the hippie counterculture of the 1960s, which 
preached a utopian ideal of peace, love, and liberation. 
Fast-forwarding thirty years, Coachella Valley Music and Arts 
Festival was founded in 1999 and hosted its first event. This 
was the rebirth of the American location music festival and 
largely mirrored the hippie ideals of Woodstock through the 
presentation of both liminal space and liminal performance, 
which allowed social escapism for its attendees.
    Inspired by the established hippie ideals and carnivalesque 
liminal space of Coachella, attendees started to develop 
a certain style worn in this festival environment, also 
incorporating western characteristics due to the Southwestern 
desert setting, and modern fashion trends due to the growing 
significance of marketing at Coachella. Furthermore, due to 
the setting of the liminal space which allows for inverted 
social norms, there is a liberation of female sexuality 
present in Coachella fashion. The increasing presence of 
social media influencers and millennial celebrities starting to 
attend Coachella in the 2010s caused major fashion brands, 
such as Revolve and Levi’s, to begin hosting parties and 
sponsoring the festival and its famous attendees. This 
presence served as a catalyst for the international spread 
of this trend, turning the Coachella style into a significant 
fashion subgenre worn to festivals over the globe and the 
festival into the new fashion week for millennials.

Alessandra Ambrosio 
and her model crew at 
Coachella 2018. 2018. 
Colour photograph. 
Vogue. Instagram.com/
alessandrambrosio
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From Gymslips to Djibbahs: 
Exploring the Unconventional 
Uniform of Roedean School 
1905 -1939
Milly Westbrook

Roedean School is an independent day and 
boarding school for girls located in Roedean 
Village near Brighton that was founded by 
the Lawrence sisters in 1885. The school 
was fee-based and educated the wealthy 
daughters of the upper classes. The sisters’ 
founding mission was to provide girls an 
education that was at least as good as 
that of their male counterparts. This was 
forward-thinking for the time, as the first 

women to graduate university had done so only five years 
earlier in 1880.  In 1905, Sylvia Lawrence designed a new 
uniform to be worn that included the djibbah. The design of 
this sack-like dress was inspired by an African tribal costume. 
The uniform also included an afternoon djibbah to be worn 
after the school day, for which the girls could choose the 
colour and embroidery design. 
    This dissertation will focus on a specific piece of uniform 
history, the girl’s uniform worn at Roedean school between 
1905 and 1939 with particular focus on the djibbah. It will 
analyse and interpret the uniform’s effectiveness as a part 
of girls’ education, placing Roedean within the academic 
debates of uniform, class and gender. By looking at the 
surviving Roedean uniform and a large body of primary 
source material, this dissertation will argue that Roedean’s 
djibbah can be used as a unique case study of school uniform. 

Postcard of Roedean 
pupils wearing their 
djibbahs. Ann Hunter 
(left), Rosalind Wagner 
(top centre), Erica Silver 
(right) and Netta Lewis 
(bottom centre). c. 1930s. 
Roedean School archive, 
Roedean
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The Moral and Ethical Implications of the 
Use of Taxidermy in Contemporary Art
Jade Windley

‘Taxidermy, as a process, was an essential tool for 
naturalists and artists alike, it allowed them to acquire 
knowledge of their internal and external form and share it 
with others.’ The earliest examples of taxidermized specimens 
were found in the cabinet of curiosities in the 16th century, 
which reflected an increased scientific interest in the natural 
world. Taxidermy, however, did not reach its peak until the 
late 18th to 19th century. This obsession with taxidermy 
did not last. With growing animal rights movements, by 
the 1950s to the early 1960s taxidermy was no longer 
fashionable. Recently, however, taxidermy has crept back 

into contemporary museum 
spaces with a new wave of 
‘ethical’ taxidermists. It is 
for this reason that this 
dissertation questions 
contemporary attitudes 
towards taxidermy and 
the moral and ethical 
implications of it. The 
dissertation looks at three 
contemporary artists who 
use taxidermy as their 
principle medium: Kate 
Clark, Thomas Grünfeld 

and Claire Morgan. It utilises primary sources including an 
interview with Kate Clark, Claire Morgan’s exhibition As I 
Live and Breathe and Thomas Grünfeld’s book Misfits I – VII. 
These are contrasted alongside ethics theories sourced from 
The Oxford and Routledge Handbooks of animal ethics. 
Theresearch uncovers the evolution and inconsistencies of 
ethical practices of contemporary taxidermists and further 
helps to develop our understandings of the importance of 
an ethical ‘meaning’ of taxidermy. 

Kate Clark, Behaving 
(Details). 2016. Bear 
hide, clay, foam, thread, 
pins, rubber eyes. 
66 x 26 x 26 inches. 
Brooklyn, NY.
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Sir William Orpen and the 
Peace Treaty Paintings 
of the First World War 
Sarahlouise Newman

Known around the world as the Peace 
Treaty Paintings (A Peace Conference 
at the Quai d’Orsay, The Signing of 
Peace in the Hall of Mirrors and To the 
Unknown Soldier in France), this trilogy 
of art works shows the divide between the 
statesman and the soldier. Painted by Sir 
William Orpen, an Irishman who served 
for the British and Canadian army in the 
Somme, these three paintings are now a 
regular sight within military museums and 

textbooks worldwide. At first glance they show a pivotal time: 
the ending the First World War and the creation of the League 
of Nations. They signified the start of a new beginning for the 
world. The last painting, however, was changed dramatically 
to show the true sadness of a war which killed millions of men. 
The first two paintings show lavish locations and the world’s 
most influential men in one room together, while the final 
painting shows loneliness and sorrow, reminding the world how 
much was lost in war. It holds the shadow of a ghost which can 
be seen on closer inspection. The three paintings of the peace 
treaty were commissioned by the government to show the war 
had officially ended, but Orpen wanted to also show the world 
a reminder of the men who never made it home and are buried 
where they fell. 

Sir William Orpen, The 
Signing of Peace in the 
Hall of Mirrors, IMW.ORG
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From Clubs to Cat Walks: The Visual 
Representation of Fetishism from the 1980s
Ellie Robinson

Many subcultural trends have been appropriated in popular 
culture; fetishism can be considered as one of the most 
controversial. Fetishism was once kept private from the public 
eye. In the 1980s, there was much critique of the display of 
material culture associated with fetishism due to the negative 
connotations it carried. Fetishism was once perceived as a 
sexual deviation from heteronormativity, but as sexuality and 
identity were explored in subcultural spaces, it became more 
dominant in popular culture. As with punk styles that merged 
into fashion in the 1970s, fetish fashion was a manipulation 
of sexual clichés and non-conformity. Fetish magazines and 

parties played central roles for 
the fetish community 
and were ways of 
circulating values and 
celebrating difference. 
As fetish material culture 
progressed from the ‘
traditional’ fetish that was 
portrayed as dark and 
devious, fashion designers 
such as Krystina Kitsis and 
Jean Paul Gaultier gave fetish 
a new meaning. By merging 
fetish and fashion, perceptions 

shifted from PVC and latex as being threatening to 
contemporary and liberating. Fetish as a fashion was 
influential in crossing traditional fashion ideals, as catsuits 
walked catwalks. Materials that once were characteristic of 
a subculture are now worn by celebrities. Technological 
developments and the rise of social media as a dominant form 
of communication have formed platforms for designers, making 
fetish fashion more accessible than when it was circulated 
through magazines. Consequently, I have embarked into the 
process of exploration, regarding the question of whether 
dressing in fetish attire can be symbolic of cultural critique or 
whether the transgressive quality is purely for aesthetic means.

 Jivomir Domoustchiev. 
SS17 Hoodoo Street 
Collection, London. 
(2017) 
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United Colours 
of Benetton: 
The Commodification 
of Socio-political Issues
Gabriella Schofield

Postmodern culture is regarded 
as ‘consumption-oriented’, as 
noted by French sociologist Jean 
Baudrillard. Where consumption 

has become intricately embedded in our navigation of culture, 
the boundaries between the areas of information we intake 
have been blurred. Brands have disregarded the product-
image text format and have begun to incorporate issues of 
a socio-political nature, imitating news articles. The United 
Colors of Benetton, a global fashion brand founded in Italy 
in 1965, is the ‘most globally visible corporate exponents 
of business ethics’. It aims to raise awareness through 
advertising of global issues dismissed by mainstream media. 
Advertising director Oliviero Toscani generated controversial 
advertisements, with some being banned in various countries. 
The publicity received due to these led to Benetton being 
regarded as a ‘cultural icon’ in the 80s and 90s. Examining 
Benetton’s campaigns regarding the AIDS crisis, India’s 
monsoons and the USA’s death penalty, this dissertation 
proposes Benetton’s commodification of socio-political issues 
as one of the first and most influential of its kind. 
    Utilising archival imagery of Benetton’s campaigns, this 
dissertation will provide information regarding critical theories 
surrounding the visual elements of postmodern advertising, 
dissecting Benetton’s advertising strategy. It will examine 
the cultural and political contexts within which most of these 
controversial campaigns arose. Building upon this research, 
this dissertation will reflect upon Benetton’s legacy, identifying 
its influence on advertising methods, leading to the widespread 
use of commodification of ethical issues within advertisements 
to aim ultimately to prove Benetton’s place as one of the 
pioneers of this movement.  

Oliviero Toscani. 
Hearts. 1996. 
Photograph 
advertisement. 
The United Colors of 
Benetton Archive.
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‘Dethrone the Serious’: 
Camp and Queerness at the 2019 Met Gala
Eleanor Schwar

The 2019 Met Gala was a benefit supporting the Costume 
Institute (within The Metropolitan Museum of Art) and the latest 
exhibition, entitled CAMP: Notes on Fashion. Inspired by the 
seminal 1964 essay ‘Notes on Camp’ by Susan Sontag, the 
exhibition was a celebration of the Camp aesthetic, shown 
through a collection of over 250 objects. Nicknamed ‘The 

First Monday in May’, the Met 
Gala is an event held prior to the 
opening of said exhibition and 
attendees are encouraged to 
dress according to the themes 
that have been explored within. 
CAMP: Notes on Fashion 
inspired countless outfits 
honouring the profound 
influence that Camp has 
had on contemporary 
cultural phenomena.
    This work seeks to discuss 

the values and debates within the Camp sensibility and 
expression, unpacking various analyses of the subject to 
understand further the polarising and diverse nature of Camp. 
As a concept, it continually maintains such subjectivity that the 
task of defining and categorising Camp only mystifies it further 
- and we find that it manifests and associates itself within many 
facets of socio-cultural discourse. Arguments from Sontag’s 
essay, among other compelling authors, are used in the 
application in the final portion of this dissertation to ascertain 
from a selection of attendees’ outfits whether these modern 
conceptualisations succeed in honouring and embodying the 
Camp vision. 

“Camp aims to transform the ordinary into something more 
spectacular.”  — Jack Babuscio, 1978

Dimitrios Kambouris, 
Lady Gaga at the ‘CAMP: 
Notes on Fashion’ 2019 
Met Gala. 2019. Getty 
Images for The 
Met Museum/Vogue. 
Image sourced 
from Entertainment 
Tonight Online.
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